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CHALLENGES IN COLD STORAGE UNIT OPERATION
• High Spend Sky-high utility bills
• Compromised Equipment Icing
& condensation diminish unit
performance
• Safety Hazards Slippery floors =
safety hazards, worker slip and falls

• Compromised Product Temperature
fluctuations that compromise
products

• Early Equipment Failure Evaporators
and condensers fail early from heavy
loads

• Poor Solutions Cloudy & dirty plastic
strips don’t protect

• Debris & Flying Pests Debris and
flying pests are threat from open
doors = contaminate products

High-speed doors in
cold storage realize
better temperatureloss protection when
amplified with Mars
protective barrier

LESS COSTLY OPERATIONS AND BETTER TEMPERATURE CONTROL
• Eliminate Icing & Condensation
Mars’ ability to reduce icing and
condensation protects goods and
extends the life of the equipment
while contributing to controlling
pathogens, fungus and mold.
• Extend Lifespan of Evaporators
& Condensers Doing its part to
maintain interior temperatures, Mars
reduces the burden on evaporators
and condensers to extend their life
and minimize service calls.

• Eliminate Hazardous Slippery
Floors Dripping moisture and
hazardous slippery floors are
eliminated with the powerful air
stream of Mars protection.

• Eliminate Plastic Strip Curtains
Ineffective, dirty, cloudy strip curtains
can be relegated to the past with
an today’s effective Mars air curtain
solution.

• Reduce Utility Bills Lower the
utility spend with the invisible barrier
protection of Mars that works to keep
costly treated air inside the unit even
when loading requires wide open
doors.

• Protect Product Integrity Shelf
life extends and product quality
never diminishes when temperature
fluctuations are eliminated with the
Mars protective shield.
• Shut Out Flying Pests and Debris
Keep flying pests and debris out and
conditioned air in.

THE ULTIMATE
IN BUILDING
PROTECTION
THE ULTIMATE PROTECTION
FOR COLD
STORAGE OPERATIONS

KEEPING INDOORS
CLEAN & COMFORTABLE
INSIDE

OUTSIDE

Air transfers between the inside and outside of a building when its door is open.
Air transfers between the inside and outside of a
building when an air curtain is off and its door is open.
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Dirt and Dust
Increases
Quality Control
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Improves & CONDENSATION Mars’ ability
ELIMINATE ICING

Open Door
to reduce icing and condensation protects goods
Insects
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equipment
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Improvesto
Safety
contributing
controlling pathogens, fungus
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Sanitation Levels

Air curtain forms an effective thermal barrier
ELIMINATE PLASTIC STRIP CURTAINS
minimum heat loss from the building.

Ineffective,
dirty, cloudy strip curtains can be relegated to
the past with an today’s effective Mars air curtain
solution.
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T E M P E R AT U R E

THE MARS AIR SYSTEMS SOLUTION IN ACTION
“PLASTIC STRIP CURTAINS OUR NUMBER ONE HAZARD”

MANAGING THE ATMOSPHERE

FOR CONSISTENT PRODUCT QUALITY
In a 62,000 sq. ft. facility, Empire Packaging and Displays produces $50M
annually in corrugated boxes and displays, many of which give food producThe outcome of manufacturing is its best when the environment is highly
ers the means to package & ship products in hygienic envelopes. The Empire
PROTECT must
PRODUCT
Shelf
life extends
controlled. Regulating the environment
includeINTEGRITY
the ability to
normalize
anddebris
product
never
diminishes
when
team realized “plastic strips were the number one hazard in the factory – even
temperature and block dust and
fromquality
precision
operations.
As one
of
temperature
eliminated
with the
more than the equipment we used,” said co-owner Hal Mottet, “because
the industry leaders in home safety,
productfluctuations
pioneers andare
hosts
to multiple
Mars protective shield.
they were constantly dirty, had turned cloudy after a month of use, and were
US-based manufacturing facilities, Kwikset knew the value they could realize
ELIMINATE
HAZARDOUS SLIPPERY FLOORS
EXTEND LIFESPAN OF EVAPORATORS &
often pushed aside by staff who found them cumbersome and intrusive to
by controlling the atmosphere. The Kwikset team turned to Mars to produce
Dripping moisture and hazardous slippery floors
CONDENSERS Doing its part to maintain interior
their work.” The Empire team discovered that for a few dollars in electricity
airon
curtains they knew would be essential to ride herd over their
are eliminated with the powerful air stream of
temperatures, Mars reducesthe
theheated
burden
month they could achieve a safe and effective barrier
to keep dust,
andtheir
receiving
Mars per
protection.
evaporators
anddebris
condensersshipping
to extend
life dock doors at their California facility and achieved the
and flying insects out of the plant with the bonus of more
climatic calls. result they intended.
andproductive
minimize service
conditions for workers. With the installation of three Mars air curtains riding
shotgun over their 14-foot dock doors, “The plant is definitely more comfortQUANTIFIED ENERGY SAVINGS +
able and visibility around the dock doors is at all-time highs which eliminates
INCREASING WORKER PRODUCTIVITY
our worries about worker safety.
Large cavernous manufacturing centers withstand complexities -- voluminous
staff, high traffic, inconsistent climate control, and ongoing pressure to create
STOPPING WIND IN INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES
productive working environments so output goals are hit month after month.
When you serve over 1.1 million customers each year, you take work environIn the Campbell Soup Company’s sprawling, 2.4 million-sq.-ft. facility, a collecment comfort and staff productivity very seriously. When natural gas service
tion of exterior doors continually introduce outside air. Facility managers were
provider Washington Gas Company recognized their need to simultaneously
using propeller-based fans in an ill-working attempt to barricade the unwanted
preserve the inner warmth of the workspace in their new maintenance facility
airflow they blamed for drafts and shrinking productivity. The fans were doubly
and also hinder wind gusts and the entry of dust, dirt and flying insects, they
ineffective because they relied on excessively high horsepower to produce a
called on Mars Air Systems. Knowing the Mars air curtain would strategically
wide projection of diffused air. The Mars air curtain solution was able to proplace an invisible warm air flow barrier, they installed eight of them and took
duce a precision air barrier with a concentrated blast of air that used only three
a big first step to making sure that the repetitive opening of service bay doors
(3) total horsepower versus the fan’s excessive 15 hp or the energy equivalency
for cars, service vans and trucks wouldn’t impact the comfort of the facility
of one standard metal parking light with a 1500-watt metal halide bulb turned
and output of their team.
on for one hour.
REDUCE UTILITY BILLS Lower the utility spend with the invisible barrier protection of Mars that works to
keep costly treated air inside the unit even when loading requires wide open doors.
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SHUT OUT FLYING PESTS AND DEBRIS Keep

flying pests and debris out and conditioned air in.

For over 50 years, Mars Air Systems has been the international leader
with air curtains. Manufacturing products of the highest reliability that can
fit a range of applications and sizes; from drive-thru windows to receiving
doors to outdoor patios, we help you comply with federal and state regulations while we lower energy costs and protect climatized air.

